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Comet C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy

“It is the theory that decides what can be observed.” Albert Einstein
C/2014 Q2 (Lovejoy) was discovered on 17 August 2014 by Terry Lovejoy using
a 0.2-meter (8’’) Schmidt–Cassegrain telescope. It was discovered at apparent
magnitude 15 in the southern constellation of Puppis. It is a long-period comet.
It is the fifth comet discovered by Terry Lovejoy. By December 2014 the comet
had brightened to roughly magnitude 7.4 making it a small telescope and
binoculars target. By mid-December the comet was visible to the naked eye for
experienced observers with dark skies. In January 2015 comet c/2014 Q2
became one of the brightest comet located high in the dark sky in years. In this
period its magnitude was about 4m. Before entering planetary region comet
Lovejoy had an orbital period about 11 000 year. After leaving this region it will
have an orbital period about 8 000 years.
Another interesting fact about this
comet is that it has only ion tail.
The blue color of the ion tail is
dominated by recombining carbon
monoxide molecules, while the green
color of the coma surrounding the
head of the comet is created mostly by
a slight amount of recombining
diatomic carbon molecules.

Orbital characteristics:
Orbital period - about 11 000 years
Perihelion - 1.29 АU
Eccentricity - 0.99811
Last perihelion – 30 january 2015.
Inclination - 80⁰.301

Comets are small astronomical objects mainly composed of
ice, dust, rocky particles, carbon dioxide and impurities from
other minerals. Often comets are compared with dirty snow
balls. They orbit around the Sun in highly elongated orbits,
whose eccentricity equals 1. The orbiting period of comets
varies. There are both short periodic and long periodic
comets. Comets, whose period is short come from the
Kuiper Belt and those with the long period come from the
Oort Cloud.

Comet‘s Tail

The comets have several different components: nucleus, come and tails.
The comet nucleus can vary from 100 m to more than 40 km in
diameter. They are composed of rocks, dust, ice and frozen
gases like carbon dioxide, methane and ammonia. Also they
can include methanol, hydrogen, hydrogen cyanide,
formaldehyde, ethanol and ethane. It is also believed that they
can contain more complicated molecules like hydrocarbons
with a long chain of amino acids. The comet nucleuses are one
of the darkest objects in the universe. They reflect just 4% of
the light that reaches them.
When the comet comas close to the Sun, her cold and hard
body starts warming up and she starts transforming. The flows
of gas and dust, which start to vapor create an enormous
atmosphere around the nucleus
of the comet. This
atmosphere is called a coma. She also varies when it comes to
the size of her diameter and can reach thousand kilometers.
The coma, formed around the core is very thin. Even though a
cloud from Earth's atmosphere is 10 000 times thinner then
the comet's coma.
When the comet comes closer to the Sun the nucleus and the coma continue to transform. The heavier
particles and debris are released from the vaporized ice of the comet. They form a different part of the
comet - the dust tail. This tail is influenced mainly from the orbital path of the comet. Which means that
she bends behind the nucleus because it goes around the Sun. The dust tail can be more than one. An
example of this is the comet McNaughtC/2006 P1.

Maybe the most interesting part of the
comet is her ion tail. The neutral
particles of the coma excite from the
solar wind and start ionizing. Prolonged
disruption of the comet's nucleus
causes a continuous flow of neutral
particles, which a constantly ionizing.
This is why an ion tail forms. This tail is
always located opposite of the Sun. The
corpuscular solar wind flows contribute
towards this. It is like this because the
dust and gas exuded from the comet
follow different trajectories. Also the
gases are affected a lot from the solar
wind and they are blown to the
opposite direction of the Sun, contrary
to the dust who almost completely
remains in the orbit of the comet.

An interesting fact is that every comet leaves on its orbit debris of dust from its dust tail. The Earth rotate around the Sun for 365, 2425 days. If the Earth
cross the cometary orbit, during this period we can watch a meteor shower.

Our Photographies

14.01. 2015 – Haskovo, Bulgaria

During January this year we made 4 consecutive photographic observations of the
comet C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy.
Instruments that we use for observations and photograhing the comet are:
 2 cameras Canon EOS 60D
 2 cameras Canon EOS 350D
 2 Canon Lens EF-S 18-55mm
 Sigma Lens 70-300mm
 Telescope-refractor 80/1200

On the next day we continued
to film the comet using clock
drive. Here we can see the
comet near to the open
clusters Pleiades and Hyades
and the star Aldebaran from
the Taurus constellation.

13.01.2015- Haskovo, Bulgaria.
Canon EOS 60D
ISO 1600
Exposure 30s

15.01. 2015 – Haskovo, Bulgaria

Canon EOS 60D
ISO 2500
Exposure 10s

Canon EOS 60D
Stack 12 photos
ISO 3200

During the observation realised
on 15.01.2015 we captured the
comet through our telescope
refractor 80/1200. The aim of
this was to see not only the
specific color of the comet's
coma but her ion tail.

The first observation was conducted on 13.01.2015 from the Astronomical
observatory in Haskovo. During this observation we made pictures of the
comet using both a tripod and clock drive telescope.
The first picture was made from a tripod. The light pollution in our town is
a lot and our observatory is located in the center of the town. Because of
this we can't draw any information and that is why we decided to make a
couple of unique pictures. This picture is one of them.
A little bit later during the night we started filming the comet using a clock
drive. The filming with clock drive we did like this: we place the camera on
the counterweight of a telescope-refractor 80/1200 and the lens which
we used is Sigma 70-300mm. The aim of this picture was to capture the tail
of the comet. The photography, which we showed you, was achieved by
stacking 12 different frames with a 20 second exposition.

Canon EOS 60D
ISO 4000
Exposure 163s

Also on this observation we
took pictures of the comet
using a tripod. On the tripod we
placed camera with Sigma 70300mm lens.

Canon 350D
ISO 1600
Exposure 30s

16.01.2015 – peak Aida, Haskovo

Because of the light pollution in Haskovo we decided to
make an expedition to the near mountain peak Aida.
We had 7 cameras on tripods. Unfortunately we
couldn’t use in the mountain our clock drive telescope
to make some really good pictures of the comet and
her tail. That is why we took some artistic pictures with
the comet.

Canon EOS 350D
ISO 1600, Exposure 20s

Canon EOS 60D
ISO 6400, Exposure 30s

We also took picture of the comet
when it was almost in the smallest
anglural distance from the open
cluster Pleiades (M45).

Canon EOS 350D
ISO 1600
Exposure 10s

Canon EOS 350D
ISO 1600
Exposure 20s

Anomalies
While we were seeing pictures of the comet C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy in the spaceweather‘s gallery,
we noticed that it had some interesting anomalies. Unfortunatly we couldn‘t shooted it.

13.02.2015г.
Maximilian Teodorescu
We are interested in these anomalies. Because of that we started
to search how they formed and what cause them.
In the scientistic litrature these anomalies have specific termin.
They are named disconnection events.

What is disconnection event ?
Disconnection events (DEs) are the most dramatic
interactions between the solar wind or coronal mass ejection
(CME) on the one hand and the comets on the other hand.
During such events, the entire plasma tail is uprooted while a
new tail grows, usually accompanied by the appearance and
disappearance of tail rays.
From the definition we can understand that these events are
connected with the solar activity.

Hisayoshi Kato

What actually are solar wind, solar flares, coronal mass ejections and coronal holes?

The solar wind is a steam of plasma released from
the upper atmosphere of the Sun. It consist mostly
electrons, protons and alpha particles. These
particles can escape Sun‘s gravity because of their
high energy from the corona. These steam also
varies in density, temperature and velocity over the
time and the sun longitude.

Coronal holes are part of the Sun‘s surface.
They are areas where Sun‘s corona is
darker, and colder, and have lower density
the average. Coronal holes are regions of
the corona where the magnetic field is
open and reaches out into space rather
than looping back down onto the surface.
Particles moving along those magnetic
fields can leave the sun rather than being
trapped near the surface. These particles
fall in the solar wind and make it gusty.

Solar activity
Coronal mass ejection(CME) is a burst of gas
and magnetic field arising from the solar
corona. It release a huge quantities of matter
and electromagnetic radiation into the space
above the Sun‘s surface or farther into the
planet system. The ejected material is a
plasma consisting mostly electrons and
protons. The plasma from the coronal mass
ejections are flow into the solar wind.
Coronal mass ejections are often associated
with solar flares and prominence eruptions
but they can also occur in the absence of
either of these processes.

Solar flares are flash of brigtness observed over the
Sun‘s surface or the solar limb. They appears
around active areas (around the sun spots) and
have irregular shape. The flares are classified
according to their strength in 5 classes ( A, B, C, M
and X).

How disconnection events obtain ?
There are some reasons which explain disconnection events and their occurrence.

One of this reasons can be the solar wind.
Observations of cometary tails have been our first
indication of the existence of a solar wind . The tail
forms when the cometary ionosphere is channeled
radially away from the Sun by the inter-planetary
magnetic field (IMF) draping around the cometary
ionosphere. The continuous interaction between the
solar wind and the comet can occasionally result in a
the disconnection event of tail of the comet. The
conditions that lead to these DEs are not universally
accepted. Two mechanisms are being considered for
the onset of DEs:
• Increases in the ambient solar wind pressure can give
rise to plasma instabilities in the tail and could also lead
to a DE.
• Magnetic reconnection, either sunward when the
comet crosses an IMF boundary . Recent observations
and theoretical modeling support the idea that the
majority of DEs are caused by sector boundary
crossings. However, a significant number of them,
ranging between 25% and 50%, appear to occur away
from sector boundaries and must have a different
origin.
But scientist think that the velocity of the solar wind is
not enought to cause the DE of the comets.
The reconnection event is part of each of the theory about the DE.
The tail was ripped away when magnetic fields bumped together in an explosive
process called "magnetic reconnection”. Oppositely directed magnetic fields
around the comet "bumped into each" by the magnetic fields in the CME or solar
wind . These fields linked together - they "reconnected“ - releasing a burst of
energy that rent the comet's tail. A similar process takes place in Earth's
magnetosphere during geomagnetic storms fueling, among other things, the
Northern Lights.
The reconnection agent could be either the change in the magnetic field direction
or the change in the Alfvén velocity, or both. This theory predicts brightening of
the tail, tail thinning, and downward acceleration of the disconnected tail.

Theory About
Disconnection Events.
Another reason can be coronal mass ejection
(CME).
DEs may have been observed around the time
of the predicted passage of the CME over the
comet location. In all cases, the comet-CME
interaction has not been observed directly,
leaving open the question of how the CME
plasma interacts with the comet tail.

In this scheme we can see what CME and the
reconnection event cause to the comets.

There are some examples which prove that DEs are formed by CME.



Comet Encke

There are three different coronal mass ejections in 2002 which caused DE in the tail of comet Ikeya-Zhang. It
is the first time the Sun's ejections have been shown to affect a comet in this way.
The disconnection event on April 20, 2007 on comet 2P/Encke, caused by a coronal mass ejection. During
their interaction, both the CME and the comet are visible with high temporal and spatial resolution by the
STEREO-A spacecraft. It is believe the tail was actually ripped off by magnetic fields in the solar ejection. The
magnetic field in the solar ejection must have been oriented opposite to that of the comet's magnetic field.
The fields may have suddenly joined together in what is known as a "reconnection event," releasing a blast of
energy that tore the comet's tail apart.

Another and most possible reason for obtaining the DE is
Solar Sector Boundary Crossing.
As the solar wind flows away from the Sun, the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is carried
with it and has a spiral shape. Along the direct
line between the sun and Earth, the IMF
generally has 2 or 4 sectors per solar rotation
(27 days) where it is pointed toward or away
from the Sun. The surface separating the
polarities is called the heliospheric current
sheet. A sector boundary crossing occurs when
the polarity of the IMF reverses. A well defined
sector boundary crossing has a uniform field
direction for about 4 days before and after the
crossing.

Comet Ikeya-Zhang
There are some DEs of the different comets which prove the theory that the DEs are formed by
Solar sector bounary crossing and solar wind.
 DE of comet P/Brorsen-Matcalf and the Earth, August 13, 1989
DE is caused by a magnetic field line reconnection at the dayside associated with a sector boundary
crossing. However, that a night-side reconection associated with a rapid increase of a dynamic
pressure caused by a high-speed stream.
 DE of comet Okazaki-Levy-Rudenko and the Earth, November 16, 1989
single solar flare gave rise to the DE of the magnetospheres of both Comet O-L-R and the Earth. The
propagating speed of the shock wave from the flare to the comet is about 740 km/s.

In the solar wind a comet plays the role of a wind vane that moves three-dimensionally in the
heliomagnetospere. Among the solar system bodies, only comets have a wide range of inclination angles of
their orbital planes to the ecliptic plane ranging from 0⁰ to 90⁰. Therefore, observations of cometary plasma
tails are useful in probing the heliomagnetospheric conditions in the high heliolatitudinal regions.
Magnetic field of the solar wind

Other examples of DEs of comet‘s
tails.
 Comet Borrely
 Comet C/213 R1 Lovejoy
 Comet Lullin
 Comet C/2012 F6 Lemmon
 Comet Churumov-Gerasimenko
 Comet Biela
 Comet 1P/ Halley
Another interesting fact about DE is
that it can formed both in the
comet‘s tail and coma.

Comet Lullin

Comet C/2012 F6 Lemmon

Comet Borrely

Comet Biela

The telescopes which registrerate the
DE and CME are:
•
LASCO coronagraphs
•
STEREO-A spacecraft
•
SECCHI telescopes
•
Subaru Telescope
•
Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory

Disconnection event is really interesting phenomenon. If all these theory are proved, we can develop astro-archelogist. This means that we
might use old comet photographs or drawings to reconstruct the frequency of these solar eruptions over time.
For example Halley comet had DEs from 1910 and 1985. This might be archaeological evidence for coronal mass ejections.

Disconnection Events in Comet
C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy‘s Tail
8 January 2015

Emil Ivanov (member of our astronomical club Helios and one of the best
astrophotoghrapers) had an opportunity to shooted some of these DEs. He
provided to us his pictures to make use it for our project.
Equipment:
Optic(s):
Mount:
Camera:
Filters:

ASA 12" Astrograph @ f/3.6 (Newton)
ASA DDM85 Standard
SBIG STL 11000 M
Luminance, Red, Green, Blue, Astronomik filters
The next time when he took pictures of
DE was on 15 January 2015.

The first disconnection event in comet Lovejoy‘s tail
was shooted
by Emil Ivanov on 8 January
(http://www.iridaobservatory.org/CCD/CCD.html#a5 ).

There was some really strong solar flares and two
big coronal holes on the Sun some days before the
disconection event. We don‘t have information
whether the comet cross the bounary sector. For that
reasoin we think that this DE was formed by solar
wind.

From the this diagram we can
see the difference between
the teprature, density and
velocity of solar wind arrived
to the Earth and to the
comet.

15 January
2015
On 13 January 2015 there was a huge CME and
some flares form class M.

13 February 2015

20 February 2015

Emil Ivanov shooted the
DE from 20 February
2015

The comet had
a
disconnection event on
13 February 2015.
This time the event was
really distinguishable.

This is our
picture of the
solar
flare
(class M) made
through
the
PST Coronado.
Some days befor the DE, the Sun was really active. There was both CME and flares from
class M. For that reason we think that this DE was formed by CME not by a solar wind.
Two days before the DE there was really powerful coronal
mass ejection. Also in this period there were three big coronal
holes and some flares (class C). Because of that we can can‘t
suppose with an acurancy whether CME or solar wind formed
the DE.
To sum up from our comparison we can say that the DEs are formed by CME and
solar wind. Also the comet can crossed the bounary sector when the DEs had
happened but we don‘t have this information.

Conclusion
The correlation in time of the Disconnection events in the tail of
Comet C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy and the solar activities we investigate
in this project, gives us basis to believe in their real interaction.
That encouraged us to continue our every day monitoring of the
solar activity and to observe different comets during their
passage near to the Sun.
We hope to have chance to shoot pictures of interesting events
in comets’ tails and then to make our own research of
dependence between solar activity and Disconnection events.
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